Tuesday, 16 October (continued)

Meeting Room 2
11:00-12:30 ISCO Workshop preparation
14:00-15:30 T+T F&P Project Progression: Purchase Order Financing
16:00-17:30 T+T Project & Blockchain Whitepaper: Finance Chapter
17:00-18:00 F&P Future work items & Domain

Meeting Room 3
9:00-10:30 T+T Discussion on Blockchain in T&T Domain
11:12-12:30 T+T to submit a new project proposal
14:00-15:30 T+T Discussion on process after Green Paper
16:00-17:30 T+T Project on Experience Programs

Wednesday, 17 October

Guilin room
9:00-12:30 Conf Towards a Circular Economy – Traceability and Transparency for Sustainable Value Chains: Use Cases and Examples of Implementation

Meeting Room 2
9:00-10:30 T+L Domain Plenary Meeting
11:00-12:30 T+L Other organizations and coordination points
14:00-15:30 T+L Buy Ship Pay Reference Data Model project & meeting
16:00-17:30 T+L Data Pipeline project update & meeting

Meeting Room 3
9:00-10:30 eGov Blockchain project working meeting
11:12-12:30 T+T Single Submission Portal (SSP) Project
14:00-15:30 T+T Track and trace and sustainable value chains:
16:00-17:30 eGov Guidelines, implementation of T&I level D, 1 and 2

Meeting Room 1
11:00-12:30 T+L Domain Plenary Meeting
14:00-15:30 T+L Other organizations and coordination points
16:00-17:30 T+L Buy Ship Pay Reference Data Model project & meeting

Guilin room
9:00-10:30 eGov Blockchain project working meeting
11:12-12:30 T+T Single Submission Portal (SSP) Project
14:00-15:30 T+T Track and trace and sustainable value chains:
16:00-17:30 eGov Guidelines, implementation of T&I level D, 1 and 2

Thursday, 18 October

Meeting Room 1
9:00-10:30 SPEC UN/LOCODE Advisory Group Meeting
11:12-12:30 T+L Integrated Service for MSMSs in International Trade “MSMI” project meeting
14:00-15:30 T+L Implementation and finite work
16:00-17:30 T+L Future ITPO work

Meeting Room 2
9:00-10:30 T+L Smart Containers project meeting
11:12-12:30 T+L UN/CEFACT project update & meeting
16:00-17:30 UN/LOCODE Advisory Group Meeting

Meeting Room 3
9:00-10:30 SPEC Agreement and exchange of information and work packages
11:12-12:30 SPEC Agri Certification and exchange of certificates in agriculture, fisheries and food: eQuality, eCERT, eLab standards; codes, list and identifies in certificates.
14:00-15:30 SPEC Rapid Alert System for Food and Feed (RASFF)
16:00-17:30 SPEC Overview of A+A standards and activities; updates on related organizations; Wrap up

Thursday, 18 October

Meeting Room 1
9:00-10:30 SPEC UN/LOCODE Advisory Group Meeting
11:12-12:30 SPEC Integration and identification of work packages
14:00-15:30 SPEC Prepare Closing Session & Progression of work packages
16:00-17:30 SPEC Working group of ISCO/T+L/SCM+P

Meeting Room 2
9:00-10:30 T+T Wrap up of works
11:12-12:30 T+T Future management of T+T Domain
14:00-15:30 T+T New work items, any other topics
16:00-17:30 T+T

Friday, 19 October

Meeting Room 1
9:00-10:30 T+L Workshop preparation
11:12-12:30 T+L F&P Project Progression: Purchase Order Financing
14:00-15:30 T+L Project & Blockchain Whitepaper: Finance Chapter
16:00-17:30 T+L F&P Future work items & Domain

Meeting Room 2
9:00-10:30 SPEC UN/LOCODE Advisory Group Meeting
11:12-12:30 SPEC Integration and identification of work packages
14:00-15:30 SPEC Prepare Closing Session & Progression of work packages
16:00-17:30 SPEC Working group of ISCO/T+L/SCM+P

Meeting Room 3
9:00-10:30 T+T Wrap up of works
11:12-12:30 T+T Future management of T+T Domain
14:00-15:30 T+T New work items, any other topics
16:00-17:30 T+T